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A new fundamentalism has arrived on the scene in the evangelical world. It’s 
kinda like legacy fundamentalism, but also kinda not. I believe the various 
evangelical scenes are on the precipice of a newer fundamentalist-modernist 
split. In this video essay, I review components of generic, faithful Christianity, 
define and give examples of second-stage legacy Baptist fundamentalism, 
then make some observations of and connections to the 2022 evangelical 
scene.  

 
- Problem: in-fighting, tribalism, polarization = what is happening to 

conservative evangelicalism since 2016?  
o Neo-fundamentalism is on the rise  

- Stackhouse hexagon as general descriptor for Christian faithfulness:1 
o (1) Christ and the cross 
o (2) Bible: given by God + supreme authority 
o (3) Conversion: repent + believe + grow 
o (4) Missional 
o (5) Trans-denominational 
o (6) right doctrine + practice + heart 

- Legacy, northern Baptist fundamentalism: 
o (1) George Dollar: “Historic fundamentalism is the literal 

exposition of all the affirmations and attitudes of the Bible and 
the militant exposure of all non-Biblical affirmations and 
attitudes.”2 

o (2) Larry Oats: “those Bible believers who desire to maintain a 
purity of doctrine and personal life and stand in positional and 
doctrinal opposition to various forms of compromise”3 

▪ (a) FBFI “Convergent” article (Sept/Oct 2016) 

• Dan Unruh, Westside Baptist Greeley, CO 

• churches changed through “hidden agenda of 
Convergent leadership” 

 
1 I’ve substituted my own, more user-friendly labels for the same concepts Stackhouse borrowed 

from David Bebbington (John Stackhouse, “Generic Evangelicalism,” in Four Views on the Spectrum of 
Evangelicalism, ed. Andrew Naselli and Collin Hansen (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2011), pp. 123-124. 

2 George Dollar, A History of Fundamentalism in America (Greenville: BJU Press, 1973), p. xv. This 
attitude is more characteristic of what Olson labels second-stage fundamentalism, not the trans-
denomiational flavor the produced the first fundamentalist coalition in thee early 1920s.  

3 Unpublished course notes from “American Fundamentalism and Evangelicalism,” Maranatha 
Baptist Seminary (Watertown, WI), Summer 2012.   
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• such pastors are Absalom’s, who “steal” 
congregational hearts away from the truth = 
murdered his half-brother and tried to overthrow 
God’s kingdom (code for fundamentalist churches—
fortress + remnant mentality) 

• avoid difficult situations, hypocrites, conspiracy, 
crafty (i.e. sneaky) 

• such pastors are unfavorably compared to Barack 
Obama (author uses his middle name as a likely 
slur), who vowed to transform America: “How sad 
that Convergents have become to Fundamental 
churches and institutions what Barack Obama has 
become to the United States of America.” 

• Yet, the editor billed this as a “loving rebuke” 
▪ (b) Bauder CT interview (Dec 2018) = focus on separation4  
▪ (c) Baptist pastor in Massachusetts (July 1963)  

• says “new fundamentalism” consists of “ultra-
separationists who are anti everybody who doesn’t 
think as they do on both cardinal and peripheral 
matters”5 

▪ (d) Ernest Pickering: “The Tragedy of Compromise”6 
o (3) George Dollar’s lament over the state of the evangelical world 

in 1973 demonstrates this “secondary separation” mindset7—
that a faithful Christian not only separates from Christians who 
believe errant doctrine, but also from those who won’t separate 
from those who do. Note the level to which Dollar probes platform 
sharing: 

 
4 Quick to Listen podcast, “The History of the Fundamentalists Facing a Massive Abuse Scandal,” 

Christianity Today. 12 December 2018. https://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/podcasts/quick-to-
listen/fundamental-baptist-fundamentalism-sex-abuse-billy-graham.html.  

5 Kenneth McCowan, “Historic Contemporary Fundamentalism,” Christianity Today. 05 July 1963. 
https://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/1963/july-5/historic-contemporary-fundamentalism.html.  

6 Ernest Pickering, The Tragedy of Compromise: The Origin and Impact of the New Evangelicalism 
(Greenville: BJU Press, 1994). Pickering lasted only one year as President of Northwest Baptist Seminary, 
the now-defunct GARBC seminary in the Pacific Northwest, from 1986 – 1987. He apparently resigned 
because he was too separatist for the West Coast GARBC. I am the pastor of the Olympia, WA GARBC 
church and I can say—he wouldn’t fit, out here!  

7 Dollar, Fundamentalism, pp. 279-280.  

https://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/podcasts/quick-to-listen/fundamental-baptist-fundamentalism-sex-abuse-billy-graham.html
https://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/podcasts/quick-to-listen/fundamental-baptist-fundamentalism-sex-abuse-billy-graham.html
https://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/1963/july-5/historic-contemporary-fundamentalism.html
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o (4) David Beale sees true Christians as holy warriors who slay 

apostates and leave their bodies to rot: 
▪ “The only true Fundamentalist is a fighting Fundamentalist. 

Tossing away his scabbard, the Fundamentalist must cling 
to the sword of the Spirit until it becomes part of his very 
being, like the man from King David’s mighty three. He 
must place that sword into the enemies’ bosums, and he 
must fight on and on until Christ returns.”8  

▪ Militancy is central to the fundamentalist ethos 
o (5) legacy fundamentalism is a small subset of the Stackhouse 

hexagon—the trans-denominational aspect is not always present 
with some flavors of the movement 

- David Beale: “Thousands are fundamentalists and do not know it.”9 

 
8 David Beale, In Pursuit of Purity: American Fundamentalism since 1850 (Greenville: Unusual 

Publications, 1986), p. 356.  
9 David Beale, Christian Fundamentalism in America: The Story of the Rest from 1857-2020 

(Maitland: Xulon, 2021), p. 1.   
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o (1) I’ll take his queue and apply it in a way he likely wouldn’t 
appreciate10 = “fundamentalistic evangelicals” (Marsden’s 
term)11 

o (2) Marsden: “a Fundamentalist is an Evangelical who is angry 
about something”12 

o (3) Moderate legacy fundamentalists have long recognized a 
kinship with this group—McLachlan (whom I was “’warned” about 
at seminary)13  

- What pressures create evangelical fundamentalism (heretofore self-
consciously distinct from legacy fundamentalism):  

o (1) it happens when proponents of a once-dominant religious 
culture feel threatened by trends in the larger surrounding 
culture—it takes two to tango14 

o (2) John Fea = fear as a primary driver (contra. Jn 14:27)15 
o (3) they no longer have custodial control and influence over a 

culture—but this is not a regression, but a return to the status 
quo Jesus told us to expect 

o (4) two-front war: (a) perceived theological revisionism, and (b) 
cultural shifts16 

o (5) driven by cultural shifts in American society since at least the 
New Deal, and achieving substantial velocity (often in 
conjunction with a proto-Religious Right) since the very early 
1970s17 

 
10 I say this considering how Beale criticizes the current president of Bob Jones University, whom 

he declares has “steered the University out of separatist Fundamentalism into the inclusive, Broad 
Evangelicalism,” (Christian Fundamentalism, p. 530).     

11 George Marsden, Fundamentalism and American Culture, 3rd ed. (New York: Oxford, 2021), p. 
291.   

12 Richard Ostling, “Jerry Falwell's Crusade: Fundamentalist legions seek to remake church and 
society,” Time. 02 September 1985. http://content.time.com/time/subscriber/article/0,33009,959697-
4,00.html. The quote is on p. 4 of website version of the article.  

13 See, for example, Douglas McLachlan’s glowing assessment of “confessional evangelicalism” in 
Thirsting for Authenticity: Calling the Church to Robust Christianity (St Michael: Reference Point, 2017), pp. 
54f.   

14 Marsden, Fundamentalism, p. 294.   
15 “Despite the biblical passages exhorting followers of Christ to ‘’fear not,’ it is possible to write an 

entire history of American evangelicalism as the story of Christians who have failed to overcome fear. 
Evangelicals have worried about the decline of Christian civilization from the moment they arrived on 
American shores in the seventeenth century,” (John Fea, Believe Me: The Evangelical Road to Donald 
Trump (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2018), p. 66 (cf. all of ch. 6). 

16 Marsden, Fundamentalism, p. 299.   
17 On the New Deal connection, see Kevin Kruse, One Nation Under God: How Corporate America 

Invented Christian America (New York: Basic Books, 2015). Randall Balmer argues persuasively that the 
Religious Right, which is not precisely the same thing as fundamentalistic evangelicalism, has its genesis 
in court decisions that restricted tax-exempt status in connection with racist admission policies at Christian 

http://content.time.com/time/subscriber/article/0,33009,959697-4,00.html
http://content.time.com/time/subscriber/article/0,33009,959697-4,00.html
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o (6) groupthink = tendency to confuse your interpretation with the 
scripture itself (the anti-Berean mentality) 

- Christian historian Michael Hamilton: a political quadrilateral that 
intersects with and sometimes overshadows the Stackhouse 
hexagon—developing and gaining in interpretive strength since the 
rise of the Religious Right,18 particularly since the 1990s:19 

o (1) Christian nationalism: favored by God, a mission to the 
world, ought to be “Christian” = “the engine that drives white 
American evangelical politics”20 and “the power source” for the 
other three components21 

o (2) Christian tribalism: a shared, community sense of injustice 
or grievance—often on cultural matters, not strictly religious!  

▪ “… the white evangelical form of identity politics.”22  
▪ elites are using their power and influence to steer the 

country towards “disaster” = an implied malevolence = 
tribalism mentality 

o (3) Political moralism: political policies must uphold Christian 
moral values 

▪ tends to leverage single issues to generate anger to 
mobilize supporters 

o (4) Anti-statism: limited government—except when it comes to 
political moralism 

▪ Disconnect between wanting government to leave us 
alone, and yet wanting government to legislate particular 

 
schools (Bad Faith: Race and the Rise of the Religious Right (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2021), ch. 6. 
Lesson = money talks.  

18 Roger Olson’s short description of the Religious Right likely can’t be beat: “a movement of ultra-
conservative, mostly fundamentalist Christians who use politics to dominate American social life with their 
blend off social and religious conservatism,” (How to be Evangelical Without Being Conservative (Grand 
Rapids: Zondervan, 2008), p. 16). For a short, scholarly history of the Religious Right complete with source 
documents, see Matthew Sutton, Jerry Falwell and the Rise of the Religious Right: A Brief History with 
Documents (Boston: St. Martins, 2013).  

19 “But separate from its theology, American white evangelical Christianity has a political character 
that also boils down to four essential elements—Christian nationalism, Christian tribalism, political 
moralism, and antistatism. Call this the white evangelical political quadrilateral,” (Michael S. Hamilton, “A 
Strange Love? Or: How White Evangelicals Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Donald,” in 
Evangelicals: Who They Have Been, Are Now, and Could Be, ed. Mark Noll, George Marsden, and David 
Bebbington (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2019), p. 217). 

On the 1990s date, see especially John Fea, “Episode 10: Karl Rove’s Christian Right,” in A History 
of Evangelicals and Politics in America. 24 February 2022. https://spoti.fi/3sJ167L. See also Frances 
Fitzgerald, The Evangelicals: The Struggle to Shape America (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2017), ch. 15.  

20 Hamilton, “Strange Love,” p. 221.   
21 Hamilton, “Strange Love,” p. 224.  
22 Hamilton, “Strange Love,” p. 221.   

https://spoti.fi/3sJ167L
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flavors of Christian morality = Baptists should raise some 
eyebrows, here! 

- A shifting battlespace: 
o (1) in 1920, the “enemy” were allegedly errant brothers and 

sisters from within denominational and church life 
o (2) by 2022, the enemy is also the state and the elites who control 

it—salvos come from Washington D.C. and State capitols, not 
strictly from within the church 

o (3) 2022 fundamentalism has a trans-denominational flavor that 
was not always present with legacy fundamentalism (which is not 
the same thing as so-called “historic fundamentalism”23)  

- Results: 
o (1) The political quadrilateral produces additional “tests” for 

orthodoxy and “heresy”24  
▪ Beth A. Barr (“The Making of Biblical Manhood and 

Womanhood”) and Kristin K. DuMez (“Jesus and John 
Wayne”) 

• Eikon (Fall 2021); 9 Marks (16 Nov 2021);  

• incessant social media broadsides by CBMW-
affiliated crew 

▪ Allegations of “wokeness” and CRT = Owen Strachan 
advocates for excommunication for adherents who don’t 
repent, calls it “the new social gospel”25 

▪ These tests are sometimes baffling to evangelicals 
removed from the crucible of American culture 

▪ In response to Dr. Jason Allan’s recent remarks lauding 
Chicago and Nashville statements,26 Australian theologian 

 
23 On this point, see particularly Roger Olson, Westminster Handbook to Evangelical Theology 

(Louisville: WJK, 2004). “The difference between early fundamentalism and later fundamentalism is not so 
much one of doctrine as of mood. The single most important distinction between them has to do with late 
fundamentalism’s adoption of a militant stance toward exposing the ‘heresies’ of other Christians and of a 
policy of separation not only from liberal Christians but also from fellow evangelicals who do not separate 
from liberal Christian denominations and organizations,” (p. 36). 

24 Marsden, Fundamentalism, p. 336.   
25 Bob Smietana, “Woke war: How social justice and CRT became heresy for evangelicals,” 

Religion News Service. 07 February 2022. https://religionnews.com/2022/02/07/woke-war-why-social-
justice-became-heresy-for-evangelicals-owen-strachan-crt-southern-baptists-trump/.  

26 Duke McCall Leadership Lecture at Southern Baptist Theological Seminary. 17 February 2022. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bdLlBxbp4bc.    

https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/the-making-of-biblical-womanhood-beth-allison-barr/1137151761?ean=9781587434709
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/the-making-of-biblical-womanhood-beth-allison-barr/1137151761?ean=9781587434709
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/jesus-and-john-wayne-kristin-kobes-du-mez/1133534052?ean=9781631499050
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/jesus-and-john-wayne-kristin-kobes-du-mez/1133534052?ean=9781631499050
https://cbmw.org/2021/11/21/sociology-as-theology-the-deconstruction-of-power-in-postevangelical-scholarship/
https://www.9marks.org/article/editors-note-defending-sound-doctrine-against-the-deconstruction-of-american-evangelicalism/
https://religionnews.com/2022/02/07/woke-war-why-social-justice-became-heresy-for-evangelicals-owen-strachan-crt-southern-baptists-trump/
https://religionnews.com/2022/02/07/woke-war-why-social-justice-became-heresy-for-evangelicals-owen-strachan-crt-southern-baptists-trump/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bdLlBxbp4bc
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Michael Bird has dismissed both statements as 
“parochially American cultural war documents”27 

• He doesn’t disagree with the content so much as the 
context that produced them 

▪ Lausanne Covenant (Art. 5),28 Declaration of Evangelical 
Social Concern (21 Dec 1973)29 suggest a much wider 
world! 

o (2) “secular humanism” as shorthand for cultural forces (of all 
stripes) with which one disagrees30 

o (3) Often accompanied by a weaponization of inerrancy—
confusing your interpretation with the bible itself 

o (4) militant ethos is a major obstacle to seeing theological 
opponents as anything but “enemies of the Gospel” 

o (5) Christian tribalism = an echo-chamber—a remnant mentality 
that further isolates you from constructive engagement 

o (6) fundamentalist tendency is to see “dialogue” as synonym for 
compromise and weakness—“moderate” is not a label a 
fundamentalist ever wants to own—and social media 
exacerbates to a massive extent  

- Sketch of the neo-fundamentalist landscape—each with unique or 
overlapping areas of concern: 

o (1) JMac + Masters empire (the grandfather of “fundamentalistic 
evangelicals”) 

o (2) Founders Ministries31 
o (3) CBN32 (Tom Buck, et al) 
o (4) G3 Ministries33 
o (5) Mohler orbit (CBMW34 + 9Marks35 + associated posse) 

 
27 Michael Bird, “Are Southern Baptists Choosing Culture Wars over Catholicity?” 23 February 

2022. https://michaelfbird.substack.com/p/choosing-culture-wars-over-catholicity?s=r.  
28 See https://lausanne.org/content/covenant/lausanne-covenant#cov.   
29 The text of this statement is at: “Evangelicals on Justice: Socially Speaking …” Christianity 

Today. 21 December 1973. https://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/1973/december-21/evangelicals-on-
justice-socially-speaking.html.  

30 Marsden, Fundamentalism, p. 305.  
31 Founders Ministries: (1) https://founders.org/about/, (2) https://twitter.com/FoundersMin.   
32 Conservative Baptist Network: https://conservativebaptistnetwork.com/   
33 G3 Ministries: https://g3min.org/about/history/.   
34 CBMW: https://cbmw.org/about/mission-vision/.   
35 9Marks: https://www.9marks.org/. I was hesitant to label 9Marks as fundamentalist, but a recent 

review article by Jonathan Leeman on Bath Allison Barr’s book tipped the scales for me.   

https://michaelfbird.substack.com/p/choosing-culture-wars-over-catholicity?s=r
https://lausanne.org/content/covenant/lausanne-covenant#cov
https://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/1973/december-21/evangelicals-on-justice-socially-speaking.html
https://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/1973/december-21/evangelicals-on-justice-socially-speaking.html
https://founders.org/about/
https://twitter.com/FoundersMin
https://conservativebaptistnetwork.com/
https://g3min.org/about/history/
https://cbmw.org/about/mission-vision/
https://www.9marks.org/
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o (6) 1689 theobros36 (Grace Bible Seminary,37 James White,38 
Owen Strachan39) 

- Fundamentalistic evangelicalism doesn’t appear to have developed a 
self-conscious theology of separation (which may be a Baptist 
distinctive40) 

o (1) instead, they often cast themselves in the mold of J. Gresham 
Machan and WTS—the Grace Bible Seminary faculty photo 
deliberately recalls the WTS equivalent from 193141 (complete 
with a filter)42 

o (2) rather than say “I will separate,” they often opt for holding 
polemic conferences, posting provocatively on Twitter, and 
sometimes trolling theological opponents (e.g. see anything from 
Tom Buck for a representative example43) 

o (3) some prefer to strike a melodramatic tone (this is often Owen 
Strachan’s way—he declares MacArthur has an “iron-dipped” 
Scottish last name, etc.),44 painting themselves as noble warriors 
fighting a holy war—with Twitter often the stage for single 
combat. This is not a new phenomenon—militant Christianity has 
often reached for the warrior motif. George Dollar, that exemplar 
of second-stage Baptist fundamentalism, demonstrates the 
same ethos here:45 

 
36 “Bro culture” is difficult to pin down—you know it when you see it. It seems to be characterized 

by a frat-like masculine ethos, in various forms. The Oxford English Dictionary explains it describes 
“belonging to and socializing with a close-knit group of male peers typically participating in activities 
perceived as male-oriented or unintellectual, and sometimes displaying boisterous or rowdy behaviour,” 
(s.v. “bro,” noun, 5c. https://www.oed.com/view/Entry/23492?redirectedFrom=bro).  

This definition is more oriented to the party-like aspect of secular bro culture. However, if you erase 
the unintellectual part, and substitute Reformed theology, then I think you have about as good a descriptor 
as you can get.  

37 Grace Bible Theological Seminary: https://gbtseminary.org/.   
38 James White: (1) https://twitter.com/HwsEleutheroi, (2) https://www.aomin.org/aoblog/.  
39 Owen Strachan: https://twitter.com/ostrachan.   
40 See, for example, works by Dr. Ernest Pickering, Dr. Fred Moritz, Dr. Rolland McCune, Dr. Larry 

Oats.   
41 For the WTS photo, see Justin Taylor, “Colorizing an Old Historical Photograph: J. Gresham 

Machen and the 1931 Faculty of Westminster Theological Seminary,” The Gospel Coalition. 10 November 
2016. https://www.thegospelcoalition.org/blogs/evangelical-history/colorizing-an-old-historical-photograph-
the-1931-faculty-of-westminster-theological-seminary/.  

42 GBTS Twitter feed, 22 February 2022.  
https://twitter.com/gbtseminary/status/1496183749574369287/photo/1  

43 https://twitter.com/TomBuck.  
44 See Owen Strachan, “John MacArthur's Epic Stand: On the Downgrade of Our Time and the 

Spurgeon of Our Day.” 12 January 2022. https://owenstrachan.substack.com/p/john-macarthurs-epic-
stand?s=r.  

45 Dollar, Fundamentalism, pp. 263-264.   

https://www.oed.com/view/Entry/23492?redirectedFrom=bro
https://gbtseminary.org/
https://twitter.com/HwsEleutheroi
https://www.aomin.org/aoblog/
https://twitter.com/ostrachan
https://www.thegospelcoalition.org/blogs/evangelical-history/colorizing-an-old-historical-photograph-the-1931-faculty-of-westminster-theological-seminary/
https://www.thegospelcoalition.org/blogs/evangelical-history/colorizing-an-old-historical-photograph-the-1931-faculty-of-westminster-theological-seminary/
https://twitter.com/gbtseminary/status/1496183749574369287/photo/1
https://twitter.com/TomBuck
https://owenstrachan.substack.com/p/john-macarthurs-epic-stand?s=r
https://owenstrachan.substack.com/p/john-macarthurs-epic-stand?s=r
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- Different elements of legacy northern Baptist fundamentalism have 

begun to drift to the theobro orbit: 
o (1) likely due to influence and sponsorship of Scott Aniol—that 

constituency’s best credentialed ambassador to the 
fundamentalistic evangelicals 

o (2) contributions from Bauder,46 DeBruyn,47 FBFI articles,48 and 
a host of others49 

o (3) intriguing—because the Central Seminary and FBFI flavors 
of legacy fundamentalism are quite different  

- Who cares? 
o (1) This new fundamentalism has a wider network, a wider reach, 

and much wider influence 
o (2) the pitfalls of this ethos remain what they always were, no 

matter how the group is constituted—see ch. 1 from McLachlan’s 
“Reclaiming Authentic Fundamentalism”50  

 
46 See https://g3min.org/authors/kevin-bauder/.  
47 See https://g3min.org/authors/david-de-bruyn/.  
48 See this.    
49 See David Huffstutler, and Michael Riley, and Greg Stiekes, and Ryan Martin, and Taigen Joos.   
50 Douglas McLachlan, Reclaiming Authentic Fundamentalism (Independence: American 

Association of Christian Schools, 1993).  

https://g3min.org/authors/kevin-bauder/
https://g3min.org/authors/david-de-bruyn/
https://g3min.org/beth-moore-on-modesty-and-creepy-righteous-dudes/
https://g3min.org/authors/david-huffstutler/
https://g3min.org/authors/michael-riley/
https://g3min.org/authors/greg-stiekes/
https://g3min.org/authors/ryan-martin/
https://g3min.org/authors/taigen-joos/
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o (3) my concern: Luke 18:9-14 (esp. v.9) 
▪ don’t be a fighter—be a builder 
▪ if the world hates you, it ought to be because you’re a 

Christian—not because you’re a jerk (Jn 15:18-21)!  
▪ there is such a thing as suffering for righteousness’ sake—

there is also such a thing as being a real jerk, and mistaking 
opposition as a sign your holiness = you’re being a 
Pharisee 

▪ don’t let your life and ministry be summed up by the church 
(beyond your own echo-chamber) as “he hated everybody” 

▪ what would a reasonable and prudent Christian believe 
about your heart as she observes you on social media? 


